Abstract. We present a method for analyzing the dynamics of a Z document describing a non-sequential system. First a formal operational semantics based on the chemical metaphor is given to Z. Then, some Unity-like temporal logic constructs are de ned on such a formal operational semantics in order to allow the speci cation and analysis of dynamic and temporal properties of concurrent systems, such as safety and liveness properties.
Introduction
The introduction of formal methods increased the usefulness of software specication documents by allowing to automatically check them and to formally reason on them. The Z notation 18] is currently widely used as a non executable speci cation language to formally describe and analyze the requirements and the architectures of software systems. However, Z has been mostly used for the speci cation of sequential systems. In fact, even if in the recent years it has been used for specifying concurrent, reactive, or even distributed systems, in general non-sequential systems are di cult to be perfectly described and then analyzed using Z.
Even if Z is not executable several researchers have tried to improve the ability of Z to express and support the analysis of dynamic features of nonsequential systems. The integration of Z with operational notations like CSP 1] or Petri Nets 10, 12] , or the use of temporal logic for analyzing Z documents 16, 5, 9, 14] are some of the approaches suggested. These approaches all su er from the same problem: the integration of di erent notations in a uniform speci cation method is not formalized because a clear and consistent integration is in general di cult to accomplish.
The approach we introduce here is new, insofar as we formally de ne in a uni ed framework both an operational semantics and a logic based on such a semantics to reason on Z documents. The operational semantics we introduce is based on the chemical metaphor embedded in the notation of the Chemical Abstract Machine (Cham) 2], The logic includes a number of constructs which allow the de nition of dynamic properties of a system speci cation. We have chosen some Unity-like 6] logic constructs because of their expressiveness (a similar approach can be found in 9]) and because it has already been proved suitable to be the proof system basis for Swarm language 8]: a multiset transformation based language like the Cham.
The semantics of the constructs is de ned on an execution model based on the operational semantics. This paper has the following structure: in Sect. 2 a speci cation style and an interpretation of Z documents as sets of state and operation schemas are given; Sect. 3 describes the operational semantics based on the chemical metaphor we adopted. Sect. 4 contains the de nition of the execution model imposed on the operational semantics; Sect. 5 introduces the new logic constructs inherited from the Unity language while the nal section contains comparisons and conclusions.
2 A speci cation style and its semantics For conciseness, our speci cation style considers a restricted version of Z; we specify such a fragment using Z itself, thus following the Z tradition 17, 11] .
The where NAME] is a basic type specifying names of variables or schemas, name identi es the schema, schema imp is a set of imported schemas names 1 , decl is a set of identi er declarations, imported is the set of imported identi ers; the predicate states that every imported identi er should be declared in one of the imported schemas.
Intuitively, we only consider State schemas without predicative part since we will be able to express these predicates as invariant properties using the logic de ned in Sect. 5 { Membrane Law: a subsolution evolves freely in every context S ) S1 fj C S] j g ) fj C S1] j g
where C ] indicates a context. In a Cham two instances of rules can re concurrently if they do not need the same molecules to react on; so many instances of rules can progress simultaneously on a solution. If two instances of rules con ict, in the sense that they \consume" the same molecules, the choice of which to let react is non deterministic.
We consider a fair Cham where repeatedly enabled rules will eventually be red: in this way it is possible to prove properties de ned using Unity logic constructs (Sect. 5).
An Operational Semantics for Z
We introduce an interpretation of Z speci cations which allows us to deal with concurrent dynamics. Intuitively, an instance of a State schema (inst) is associated with a solution where, in some way, each variable is a subsolution (in many cases a single molecule). Instead, an operation schema corresponds to a chemical rule where pretuples and posttuples are solutions composed of pre and post conditions of the operation.
A molecule is represented as a tuple including a name, a type, and a value; a solution is a bag of molecules; a rule is composed of a conditional part which de nes the applicability of the rule, and two solutions, to indicate molecules to be deleted and added, respectively, to the state solution:
MOLECULE == NAME TYPE VALUE SOLUTION == bag MOLECULE RULE == CONDITION SOLUTION SOLUTION We call the rst SOLUTION \pretuples" and the second \posttuples" to avoid ambiguities. A rule is applicable to a solution if the solution contains molecules that satisfy the conditional parts (CONDITION ) of the rule and molecules that match the pretuples of the rule.
The semantic function FSem associates a solution to a schema instance:
Every identi er in the schema instance is associated with a subsolution (not necessarily a single molecule). We remark that Z sets and bags are decomposed by this function in several molecules to increase potential concurrency. { Every Z schema postcondition that speci es the removal of an element from a set or bag is mapped on a pretuple of the rule (molecule to be deleted).
{ Every postcondition that speci es the insertion of an element in a set or bag is mapped on a posttuple of the rule (molecules to be added).
{ Every Z precondition that de nes a membership (2, in) is mapped on a pretuple (a removal) and also on a posttuple (reinsertion) if the Z postcondition does not contain an indication of removal of that element: in other words, a check of membership is evaluated as a removal followed by a reinsertion. { Preconditions containing relational operators (<,>) are encoded as conditions, but the molecule corresponding to the variable is deleted and readded as already described 3 .
Example: x < 5 is seen as v < 5 ! (x; N; v) ) (x; N; v)
Now, thanks to the chemical laws, rules can re concurrently when they are enabled by conditions and non con icting on pretuples molecules.
A simple example
Consider the classic dining philosophers problem. What follows is its formalization in our style.
FORK ::= fork1 j fork2 j fork3 j fork4 j fork5 PHILO ::= philo1 j philo2 j philo3 j philo4 j philo5
The following schema illustrates the basic State schema of the system: Because of the concurrent interpretation of Z that we are going to give, we make the following assumption: all variables not explicitly mentioned in the postconditions of an operation schema may change (i.e. they have not to be invariant: other operations can concurrently modify them).
This assumption is needed in our interpretation and allows concurrency of the operations. In some papers the assumption introduced is exactly the contrary: \Variables not mentioned in the schemas are considered unchanged" e.g. 16] but this is not standard Z too.
The execution model
We make the operational semantics (de ned in Sect.3) explicit, to build an execution model, namely a way of abstractly executing a Z speci cation document written according to the style outlined in Sect.2. The execution model is de ned on the semantics just described and it represents the unfolding of the application of the semantics rules. From every State schema s a tree (execution model) can be constructed in the following way:
{ the root node is void; { the rst operation applied is the initialization operation without any preconditions; { from every node several di erent applicable operation sets can exist, (chosen among all the enabled operations on that node), thus introducing non determinism in the choice of the operations being in con ict.
{ Each branch corresponds to the application of a group of enabled operations which could be applied without con icts, as dictated by the Cham model. In order to allow the speci cation of the Unity logic constructs using Z as metalanguage, we introduce a concept of execution tree: TREE ::= { all the operations in the sets belonging to the sequence seq must act on the State schema of which s is an instance; { each set, member of the sequence seq, must contain operations that can concur (that is without con icts); { for every s 0 , label of one of the children of the node labeled (s; seq), there must hold the postconditions of all the operations in the operations set applied to reach that node (sequence structure help to keep link between nodes and operations set).
The logic
Liveness (namely \a good thing will eventually occur") or safety (namely \a bad thing never happens") properties can be expressed. Properties are predicates (as the ones in the operation schemas) built using some logic operators (^, _, : , ,, )) and Unity constructs. Properties have a chemical interpretation as well, so that we can analyze the truth of them on the execution model, based on the chemical metaphor too. In order to be able to reason on dynamic properties, we borrow a few constructs from the Unity logic: { p unless q says that whenever p is true during the execution, surely either q will become true or p continues to hold. In particular, on the tree: if p is true on some nodes then on their children q is true or p still holds.
{ Stable is an alias for p unless false, that is when p becomes true it will hold forever. On the tree: if p is true on a node it will remain true for all the subtree of that node.
{ Invariant p says that p is true forever. That is, for every node of the execution tree p is valid.
{ The meaning of p ensures q is that when p becomes true then eventually q will hold and before that moment p is still valid. That is, if p is true on a node N , then each branch through N there is a node M below N where q holds and on nodes between nodes N and M in the path, p holds.
{ p leads to q has quite the same meaning as ensures except that it does not ensure that p is valid until q becomes true. On the tree: if p is true on a node q will eventually hold on a node in all its sub-branches. The following axiomatic schema shows how we formalize the meaning of the logic constructs on the execution model. We report only the ensures de 
Comparisons and conclusions
We have de ned a chemical semantics for a fragment of Z, and showed that it o ers a good basis for the formalization of logic constructs which allow the expression and the analysis of concurrent properties. We are studying the possibility to map Z schema inclusion using membranes of Cham and airlock. Some other dynamic aspects could be treated such as execution order, synchronization and communication; we are also studying the possibility to introduce real time in our model.
Formalizing dynamics of concurrent and distributed systems is one of the topical challenges to formallanguages. Z has been used in this sense several times; the simplest solution consists of considering an intuitively concurrent semantics for schemas: operations are considered atomic and non determinism guides the choice of the operation to apply. Such a model produces a speci cation whose analysis can hardly expose concurrent properties. In 13] a speci cation of the distributed IBM Customer Information Control System (CICS) is presented: although no formalization of Z dynamics can be found in the paper, this is considered one of the most successful applications of Z in this sense, because of the reduction of production costs that the Z speci cation involved. The paper 15] contains the formal speci cation of a reactive dialog system: Z schemas are used in order to state invariant properties and a formal interpretation of the behavior of the system is given. However, the approach described in the paper is weak in term of formalization of concurrency and semantics.
More formal approaches integrate Z with other notations; for instance, Benjamin 1] integrates Z schemas with CSP notation. CSP is used to specify an abstract system while Z de nes more detailed aspects of the design. The integration is minimal and not formally speci ed. In 12] Petri Nets are used to formalize control ows, causal relations, and dynamic behavior of systems statically de ned using Z; nevertheless the formalization of the interaction between the two notations is also minimal. 10] studies a more formal model of integration of Z with Petri Nets: Petri Nets are mapped on Z speci cations so that graphical representation given by Petri Nets can be used to animate Z documents, yet we think a visualization cannot replace formal semantics.
In 16] a formalism based on temporal logic is used to integrate Z schemas. The use of temporal logic has o ered good starting points to the study of the dynamics of Z speci cations however integration is not supported by semantics. Something more formal has been done for Object-Z 5]: a sequential execution model is introduced, de ning a notion of abstract trace as a sequence of pairs (states and operations), and using some temporal logic operators ( 3 , 2 , ) to reason on such a model. TLA has been proposed to be integrated with Z as well, however in this case Z is only used to de ne actions speci cation 14]. In 9] a Unity like logic is used to formalize properties on the behavior of systems; an interleaving model with atomic operation interpretation is given but not formalized. The simplicity of Unity logic constructs t quite well with the purpose of e ectively specifying systems dynamics.
We remark that the use of Unity logic on a model based on multiset transformation is not new, in fact it has been applied to the Swarm language in order to provide a proof system to a parallel language 8]. The Swarm experience, in which the idea consists of mapping Unity-like constructs on a coordination language similar to Linda, inspired us to make some experiments in concurrent animation of Z. In fact, our semantic model based on multiset transformation o ers a good basis for the parallel animator of speci cations described in 7] . The animator can compile the Z language into programs written in a coordination language so as to allow a truly concurrent animation.
